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We propose an easy experiment that allows to determine the speed of sound through a simple time-
of-flight measurement using two smartphones. The concept of using the sensors in mobile phones 
for physics experiments has become a well-known option for science teachers12345. Since these 
devices are readily available to most students and teachers, experiments can be set up at little to no 
costs while generating fascination and motivation for the students thanks to the novelty of using 
their own devices in an unusual way. From all the sensors available in modern phones, the 
microphone offers the best temporal resolution by a huge margin as it records samples at a rate of 
(typically) 48 kHz. As this fast sampling rate is a requirement for high quality audio recordings it 
has been around long before smartphones offered other sensors, and audio inputs have already been 
used for experiments on soundcards in desktop computers678.
Consequently, the microphone is at the center of a variety of phone-based experiments to determine 
the speed of sound. The experimental methods can generally be divided into time-of-flight 
measurements (often using echoes)910 or resonance based measurements1112. Unfortunately, both 
methods have their drawbacks. So far, time-of-flight measurement methods required students to 
extract the time from an app that is not designed to give this information directly, often by analyzing
visual wave form representations of recorded audio signals, which can be difficult and too abstract 
for younger students. This quickly becomes a distraction from the core experiment and can be 
disproportionately time consuming. The resonance based experiments usually do not suffer from 
these problems as there are many apps which directly show the frequency spectrum of an audio 
recording and hence provide a numerical value of the peaks to work with. But these experiments 
require a higher level of understanding because the students need to know stationary waves and 
relate resonance frequencies to the geometry of the resonator in order to extract the speed of sound.
Our new experimental setup combines advantages of both methods by requiring only a minimum of
physics background while still offering a simple numeric result directly from the app on the 
smartphone. This allows students to understand the principle of sound propagation and the speed of 
sound by calculating their result as the simple ratio of distance over time. For this experiment we 
use our free app "phyphox". To reach as many students as possible, we try to ensure that all of its 
features are available for the major operating systems if technically feasible for any device from 
Android 4.0 and iOS 8. The free app is available from the respective app stores. It is specifically 
designed for physics experiments in science education and offers access to the phone's sensors 
along with unique features such as customizable data analysis and a simple method to remotely 
access and control your experiment from a second device. For more information refer to 
http://phyphox.org.
Here, we use a specific data analysis tool of the app, called the "acoustic stopwatch" (Fig. 1). It uses
the microphone to listen for sound to trigger the stopwatch. As soon as the audio amplitude exceeds 
a given threshold a time measurement is started. When the amplitude exceeds the threshold a 
second time, the measurement stops and the time between the two acoustic events is shown. 
Additionally, a minimum delay can be set to avoid unintentionally stopping the stopwatch with the 
first sound event due to its duration or reverberation. This concept can be shown to the students 
easily by clapping and letting them try out how the acoustic stopwatch reacts. If the stopwatch starts
without clapping or misses claps, it is usually sufficient to increase the trigger threshold or to reduce
it, which is the only experimental configuration required.
The experiment is conducted by two students with a smartphone each. They place the phones at a 
defined distance (for example 5 meters). Both students get their acoustic stopwatch ready and stand 
next to one of the phones each (Fig. 2). Then the first student (A) generates a loud acoustic signal 
(clapping, drums, popping balloons, etc.) to start the time measurement on both smartphones. Note, 
that the phone B at the other end will start its measurement at a delay equal to the time ∆td it takes 
for the sound to travel the distance d between both phones. Then, while both phones are running, 
the second student (B) generates a second acoustic signal to stop both phones. Again, the distant 
Fig. 1: The app phyphox offers an 
acoustic stopwatch which 
measures the time between two 
acoustic events.
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Fig. 2: Student A generates an acoustic signal to 
start the timer on both phones. Student B then 
stops both with another acoustic signal. The 
phones measure different time intervals ∆tA and 
∆tB granting access to the speed of sound.
phone, which is in this case phone A, gets a delayed trigger. This means that phone A which started 
earlier by ∆td, now also stops later by ∆td. Therefore phone A measures a total time ∆tA equal to the 
time ∆tB measured by phone B plus two times ∆td:
Therefore, we can get ∆td from the difference of both measured time intervals, resulting in the 
following equation for the speed of sound:
The experimental results are surprisingly good. Since the microphone generates samples at a rate of 
48 kHz, the theoretical temporal resolution is way below 1 ms. In practice, this is limited by finite 
risetimes of actual acoustical events which are recorded differently by both phones due to the 
attenuation over the distance. If you make sure that both phones and the origins of both trigger 
sounds are on a straight line and if you avoid wind, you can easily determine the speed of sound 
over a distance of 5 meters to an uncertainty of 30 m/s (357 m/s for our setup), which is quite 
accurate considering the simplicity of this experiment.
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